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Court vision

Sightseeing
Social work student
travels to South Africa,
vtews history - SEE NEWS,A2

Women's tennis coach insti~ling
championship mentality -SEESPORTS,As
ANIMALS

,.

'
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HUMANSWON1
GETTO EATTHIS
Alobster now named Fiona was
recently caught offthe shores of
Canada and was given to Lobster bar
. owner Nathan Nickerson of <:ape
Cod A@re genetic mutation
p duces these yellow lobster, which
ca make life difficult for the animals
they are easily spotted by
p ors. Nickerson said human
tors will never get Fiona
beca it woul~ be like steaming a
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JEN GLANTZ
StaffWriter

There is a new breed of
users on the popular social
networking site, Facebook,
and they come with familiar
faces to college students
who frequent the site.
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Parents, who are getting
their hands on Facebook,
have students contemplating whether or not their private lives will be exposed
with the cli<;:k of the ''.Add
friend" button upon their
parents' request.
"I think that if I ever

~

logged on and saw a new friend request from my
mom, I would denyJ1er,"
sophomore Jamin Ghazi
said. "Only because she
would be the type to
creep my page arid keep
PLEASE SEE
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FACEBOOK ON A5
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ATV PARADE
SETS WORLD

The ·Ener

risis

(J

Students angry
about towed car
SAMUEL J. STRUCKHOFF
Staff Writer

Breaking

news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
ASHLEY INGUANTA !'CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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AROUND CAMPUS, A2

Knight Stop in the Student Union sells 200 energy drinks each day,according toc1 Knight Stop employee.

STUDENTS OFFER
HOMELESS FOOD
AND CONVERSATION

Caffeinated b·everages topic of stuc;ty·
.

Join Volunteer UCF in making
sandwiches and delivering them
to the homeless at Lake Eola on
Monday,June 15 from 5:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m.The group will depart for
Lake Eola at 6:30 p.m.

No calories, no sugar and lots of
energy. That's how energy drink
companies are marketing . their
drinks to college students.
Every Wednesday, UCF graduates Mathew Deal, Brian Gacke and
their friends drink and rate different
energy drinks together, an event
· they call ''E:lm-eme Wednesday."
The group ranks the drink's taste
and effectiveness based on each
person and logs their results on a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The
group has tried more than 30 different kinds of energy drinks. .
"It's very widespread as far as
energy drinks are and coffee, but a
lot of energy drinks because some
people don't like coffee," said

TARPON SPRINGS
WOMAN·KILLED IN
.HIT-AND-RUN
The Florida Highway Patrol is
looking for two drivers who hit a
53-year-old Tarpon Springs
woman then both fled the scene.
FHP said the woman was crossing
U.S.19 when she was hit twice.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

FLA. OFFICIALS
INVESTIGATE AD TO
SELL BABY ONLINE

•
,
•
•
•.

Seminole tounty authorities said
they are investigating an Internet
ad that featured a 6--month-old
baby for sale or trade that was
posted on Craigslist.com.The ad
has since been removed.
·
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John Fuocp and three of
his friends gathered in
.front of The Village at Science Drive Thursday afternoon to protest the towing
of Fuoco's car the night
before.
Around 1:30 p.m. Fuoco,
a recent UCF graduate, and
friend Nolen Gerke, a junior mechanical engineering major at UCF began
protesting outside the
apartment complex.
. , Deryk Shepherd, a
mechanical engineering
major, and Crystal Carey, a
junior biology major, soon
joined them. A steady flow
of cars and passengers
aboard UCF shuttles provided support, honkirig
horns and yelling from car

StaffWriter

LOCAL & STATE, A2
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sparks .

protest

All-terrain vehicle riders who formed
a parade along Minnesota'.s North
Shore are claiming a wortd record for
their turnoutThe All-Terrain Vehide
Association of Minnesota lined up
1,632ATVs Saturday and are waiting
fur the Guinness World Records
association to verify their claim.The
correct record was 1,138 ATVs, which
was set by a group in Kentucky in

.'

·,

conflict

Heather Stella. a graduate assistant
for the UCF Recreation and Wellness Center. ''But if you even notice
on campus, there are vending
machines for just energy drinks."
Stella is not the only one to
notice the appeal of energy drinks
to college students.
Meghan Murphy Van Camp, a
licensed nutritionist and dietician,
said that in her experience with
talking to students, she can see that
energy drinks are making a splash
oncampus.
"I think they're marketed real
well," Van Camp said "I thinlc calling them energy drinks gets the
PLEASE SEE

DRINKS ON A4

PLEASE SEE

TOWING ON A7

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Nolen Gerke and Deryk Shepherd
hold signs during a protest Thursday.
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·Author's book captivates audience
ASHLEY INGUANTA
Photo Editor

"There is no one to
whom you can tell this
story, abuelita," read Cecilia
Rodriguez Milanes, associate professor and author of
Marielitos, Balseros · and
Other Exiles.
.
As she read aloud from
her new book at Urban
Think! Bookstore Thursday afternoon, a crowd of
listeners gathered among
the shelves.
Lights
dimmed; heads turned.
During serious parts, many
sat upright and nodded.
During humor(;\us parts,

many smiled, some even
laughed out loud
"[Reading] is a performance," Rodriguez Milanes
said. "You can become
somebody else ... When
you get in front of an audience, you have to assume a
kind of persona that actually keeps your personal [life]
safe:'
And this author did just
that - she keeps her personal life safe through fiction.
·~o~t always, it starts
with a true, nonfiction
detail. maybe someone I
know, something about that
person, or an eve:i:f,"

Rodriguez Milanes said.
"One of the stories is called
'El Loco' ·and there was a
psychotic [man] who killed
a police officer in Miami
Beach. And his story was
really interesting to me, and
I ended up writing a story
that has some real elements
and lot of imagination."
Rodriguez
Milanes'
inspiration for this book
came from her living in
Miami through the Mariel
Boatlift in 1980, which is
when as many as 125,000
Cubans immigrated to
America
PLEASE SEE

SIGNING ON A5
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Cecilia Rodriguez Milanes reads from her book Marielitos, Balseros and Other
Exiles a~ the Urban Think! Bookstore in downtown OrlaitcJo Thursday afternoon.
I
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AROUND
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Sandwiches and Conversation

•

Join Volunteer UCF in
making sandwiches and
delivering them to the
homeless at Lake Eola on
Monday, June 15 from 5:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Participants are asked
to bring either a loaf of
bread or a jar of PB&J.
Everyone will meet at the
Lake Claire Pavilion to carpool at 5:30 p.m. and will
leave for downtown at 6:30
p.m.
RSVP to Anya Krytor at
vucf_hunger@m.ai1uc£ed
u.

Diplomat visits UCF

'

ARIANA VIVES
Contributing Writer

When 20-year-old senior C~oline Berkey was offered the
opportunity to spend 12 days in
South Africa, she jumped at the
chance.
Berkey, who had entered college without any specific career
aspirations, dreamed of going to
Africa since her senior year of
high school Her interest in global current events and her desire to
help people eventually inspired
p.er to major in social work, with a
minor. in international and global
studies. ·
, ,
On behalf of the International
Scholar Laureate Program, she
and a delegation of 27 college studepts toured two of South Africa's
largest cities,' Johannesburg and
Cape Town, as well as several
townships within them. One particular area of interest to her was
Robben Island, where Nelson
Mandela and several others were
imprisoned during apartheid.
She documented her trip with
her camera and, once home.
uploaded more than 200 photos
to her Facebook.

LOCAL ·
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

FHP:Tarpon Springs woman
killed in hit-and-run
HOLIDAY -The Florida Highway Patrol is looking for two drivers who hit
a
53-year-old Tarpon
Springs woman then both
fled the scene.
According to FHP,
Geraldine D. Ford was
crossing U.S. 19 .i.n Holiday
when she was hit, twice late
Friday night. First she was
struck by the front of a ~ ,
dark-colored pickup truck,
then she was run over by a
red or white car. ·
Ford, who was walking
in a crosswalk when she
was hit, died on the scene.

time where we could get dinner
on our own, so we'd get a taxi and
f"md a place to eat. In Cape Town,
we went to a· restaurant called
Mama Africa, ·which was a very
traditional place. They have, like,
a live African band and stuff. I
tried crocodile, which was very
cool

Fla. officials investigate ad to
sell baby on Craigslist.org

•

Kari Wilberg x213
CFF.editor@gmailcom

CFF: How did it taste?
Berkey: It tastes like chicken!
Like everybody says, I guess. We
also went to a place called the
Lesedi Cultural Village. They had
a setup of five tribal villages, five
tribes that are distinctive to South
Africa And all the tribal villages
were set up differently for each
tribe based on how they lived. We
went to Table Mountain, which is
this hµge mountain cliff in the
middle of Cape Town, which is
really pretty because Cape Town
is just basically a city, and all of a
sudden, there's this huge mountain in the middle.

CFF: What is the cultural ellmate like, considering that
apartheid is still a very recent
memory to many?
lJerlrey: A lot of people tnat I
met on an individual basis, like
not through organizations or anything, they really embrace the
idea of a "rainbow nation," and
that's what they're known for
now. There are pockets of
racism or division - it's
not going to be perfect - but for the most
par:t, I feel like a lot of
individuals embrace the
whole idea of the "rainbow nation."

place
where he
was tortured.
One of my friends talked to him
after he gave us a tour and asked
him, "How do you do this? Do
you like doing this, what is it like
to be giving a tour?" And he said,
"To be honest with you, it's mental torture for me, and the only
reason I do it is because it provides for my family." I just couldn't get over that; it brought me to
tears. I mean, the unemployment
rate in South Africa is 25 to 30 percent, so he is basically doing that
because there are not many jobs
available. He's a strong guy, that's
for sure.
What was tp.e most
interesting or satisfying experience you had during your trip?
Berkey: I think the most
interesting was learning about
how South Africa overcame ·
apartheid because it was
absolutely the coolest thing to me
whei;i I was learning about Nelson
Mandela and what he did for the
cowitry. I don't know if youknow
much about South African history, I didn't before I went on the
trip, but basically after Nelson
Mandela took office, they had
something called the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission ...
These people got a chance to confess what they did, and most of
iliem were granted amnesty
through the government. Nelson
Mandela's view was that if we're
going to put all the people in jail
who committed a crime during
apartheid, everyone in South
.Africa would be in jail. I thought
~ t was just the coolest thing
ever.

~

CFF: What would you say
was the most fun part of your tnp?
Berkey: I had a really good
time just getting to know my
peers that I we with because I
didn't know anyone that I went
with on the trip. I would say :my
favorite thing was just being able
to explore and walk around Cape
Town, walk around Johannesburg, meet people and learn new
things on that level, rather than
walk into a museum and go on a
tour. I really loved everything we
did. I feel like l leamed so much.

Andrea Canterbury and
Virginia Kiddy x213

PHOTOS COURTESY CAROLINE BEllKEY

Ahusband and wife wash their dothes in a basin in the township of Langa in Cape Town South Africa
This community was designated a~ a "black community" in times of apartheid.
'
·
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Editor-in-Chief

CFF: Now, among those
individuals you met was the
tour guide at Robben Island.
He was one of the former prisoners there.
Berkey: This guy ... I don't
know how he can give tours of the

I

.,
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CFF: Was there a huge difference between the smaller towns
and the more industrialized parts
of Smith Africa?
Berkey: Yeah, actually. · It's
' really shocking because South
Central Florida Futqre: Africa has both first-world and
There are some pictures [on your third-world areas. Basically, the
Facebook] that indicate that third world i~ 10 minutes away
South Africa is excited about from the first world. It's really
crazy to think about. Because
hosting the 2010 World Cup.
Caroline Berkey: Yes, they you'.re in Cape Town, which is a
are extremely excited about that. beautiful city, it has waterfront
We had some of our tour guides areas, it has a big mall and huge
who were all from South Africa, restaurants, and lS minutes away
and every time yve would get a is ,the towns~p called Langa,
new tour guide, they would say, where people are just, like, living
"2010! 2010! Make sure you all mhuts, with little rooms made out
oftin.
·
come back!"

CFF: What were some of the
things you did that would be considered part of the South African
experience? Did. you eat anY. mr
ditional food?
Berkey: Yeah, we did.
During the night, we
had a ·1ot of
free
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Senior experiences culture in South Africa

Senior U.S. diplomat
Hilarion "Lari" Martinez of
Florida will be coming to
UCF on Tuesday, June 16
from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Students will be able to
learn about career and student program opportunities in the State Department. These opportunities
include student internships at U.S. embassies and
in Washington, scholarships and omer tracks for
those students interested
in acquiring permanent
employment.
For more information
contact Heather Engelking
of Career Services at 407823-1726.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

•

Tbe Student Newspaper at l/CF since 196B

•

ORLANDO - Seminole County authorities
said they are investigating
an Internet ad that featured
a baby for sale or trade.
The ad about a 6month-old girl was posted
on Craigslist.org. It has
been pulled from the classifieds Web site.
A Seminole County
woman told investigators
she found the advertisement while she searched
the Internet for baby furniture.
Sheriff's Office spokeswoman Kim Cannaday
said authorities are now
trying to prove that there
was "validity and true
intent" to sell a child. Officials are also trying to figure out who posted the
advertisement.

.
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LOCAL WEATHER
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
A mix of clouds and sun

ISOLATED with the chance of an isolated
T-STORMS thunderstorm in the afternoon. ·

High:94°
Low:76°

Chance of rain 30%. .
Tonight: Isolated thunderstorms
during the evening.

High: 91°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 76°

~ - . .

Wedn·esday

prosecution illld/0< University
di!<ipf....

'

High: 88°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 7S 0
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ATTN:GRADS
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Walking at Commencement?
Rent your cap & gown from the B&N@UCF Bookstore
(near the UCF Arena), and automatically receive a
1-year a lumn i membership and *free UCF Alumni key
chain.

•

Not Walking at Commencement?
Th_en ta~e advantage of the Alumni New Grad Special.
Join f~r J_ust .$30 (regularly $35) and receive 1-year of
alumni membership and *free UCF Alumni key chain .

•

•

*

While supplies last.

•
•
41% cheaper
· than online stores
on average*

50% cheaper
than booRstores
on averagea

For more details or to s ign up call
407. UCF.ALUM
pr connect anytime at
4www.ucfalumni .com.
'{

U~F
ALUMNI

•

•

•
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Dell recommends Windows Vista® Ultimate.
YOURS IS HERE

Use
your exclusive ·oell student discount to personalize a cool system for. school. Get quality, student-friendJy
.
.
. systems for your major and also enjoy entertainment your way with Windows Vista®Ultimate pre-installed

•

on your DeWM PC. Maximize multimedia on your PC - from photos, music, and videos, to recorded TV* - with
Windows® Media Cerite-r, part of the Windows Vista Uttir:nate solution.

IIU
•

r UCF tu

rsity.Com/Kni9 ts
a1s·

•
~

•

All ORDERS A~ SUBJECTTOAPPROVALANO ACCEPTANCE BY DElL Offers subject to change, not combinable with all other offers. Valid for U.S. DeliEducation Purchase Program new purchases only.
Dell resl!fVes tffe rig!]! to cancel orders arising from pricing or other errors.
•
•Microsoft Windows V-ista {watching live TV): Windows Media Center is available in Windows Vista Home Premium and Windows Vista Ultimate. TV playback and recording features require a compatible PC 1V tuner.

Wmdows Media Center and Windows V-rsta are registered trad;m~ or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

Windows Vista·
Ultimate
i

•

l
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Drinks raise health issues, addiction concerris
FROM A1

attention of most college students because they're lacking
energy."
At Knight Stop, the convenience store in the Student
Union, 200 cans are sold
every day, said Knight Stop
employee Lindsay Olivieri
New shipments arrive every
Wednesday and during finals
week. extra packs of energy
drinks are in stock.
Stella said: "They're
everywhere, and there are
different brands and different types. I think a lot of it is
marketing because a lot of it
says certain things on the
cans. If you're tired and
you're up -all night studying
then you want something.
You don't want to just drink
water or coffee because
some people might not like
either."
Taisho Pharmaceutical
Company, which began producing energy drinks in 1972,
conducted research and
found that the majority of
people who did not drink
Lipovitan D, one of the company's energy drinks, said it
was too sweet- and that
women are calorie-conscious. After those responses, Taisho created Lipovitan
D Light to be more appealing
to younger women. The
drink contains 20 percent
less calories than the regular
Lipovitan D and is less sweet,
according to the Taisho Web
site.
Sarah Cox, a group exercise instructor at the Wellness Center, said that there
are a lot of advertisements
and free drinks being given
out.
"They're easily accessible," Cox said "If they try it
and like it, they'll start getting
them more regularly."
Despite all the advertisements, not everyone is convinced they should try energy drinks. Anne Wilsen, a
sophomore
hospitality
major, said she's seen energy

drinks everywhere on the
UCF campus such as the
library. College students take
them because they think it
will help them focus more on
studying, she said
"I don't like the way they
taste," Wij.sen said. ''.And I
heard it was bad for your
heart if you drink too many."
Kyle Piecora, a senior psychology major, said he thinks
the marketing for energy
drinks is annoying, although
it's effective to college students.
"Everything is advertised
as so 'extreme,"' Piecora said
"Either that or other drinks
will
talk
about
how
unhealthy a competitor is,
but the drink being advertised is just as bad. They
don't offer healthy alternatives."
Stella, who did research
on caffeine, said college students are attracted to energy
drinks because of the caffeine and other ingredients,
which she said can be potentially dangerous.
"They haven't done a lot
of research on the other parts
of the drink,'' she said "Since
no drink or anything is ever
FDA-approved, they can put
[that it has something] when
it really might not, or it might
have stuff in it that it's not
labeled as."
The two most popular
ingredients for caffeine are
taurine, an amino acid, and
guarana, a plant with a good
source of caffeine.
Taurine can be found naturally in meat, fish and breast
milk. nutritionist Katherine
Zeratsky stated on the Web
site for Mayo Clinic.
"Some · studies suggest
that taurine supplementation
may improve athletic performance,
which
may
explain why taurine is used
in many energy drinks," Zeratsky said.
A study done at the University of London in 2005
found that taurine can
reverse the liver damage

COULD CHANGE YOUR

ENTIRE YEAR

•
•
•
•

CAFFEINE COUNT
The caffeine content is in milligrams per serving. Although
serving sizes vary.
• Red Bull: 80 milligrams per 83-ounce serving
• Tab Energy: 95 mg per 105-oz serving
• Monster and Roclcstar: 160 mg per 16-oz serving
• No Fear: 174 mg per 16-oz serving
• Fixx: 500 per 20-oz serving
• Wired X505: 505 mg per 24-oz serving

In comparison
• Brewed coffee:200 milligrams per 12r0z serving
• Instant coffee: 140 mg per 12-oz serving
• Brewed tea: 80 mg per 12-oz serving
• Mountain Dew:54mg per 12 oz.serving
• Dr. Pepper: 41 mg per 12-oz serving
• Pepsi Cola: 38 mg per 12-oz serving
• Coca-Cola Classic: 34.5 mg per 12-oz serving
• Canned or bottled tea: 20 mg per 12-oz serving
.

ERIN DREW/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cecelia McBide, a sophomore, drinks a Full Throttle drink in the Student Union. ·
"It helps me stay focused in my dasses, and it tastes really good," she said.

from
drinking
alcohol,
according to an article on the
BBC News Web site. Toxicologist professor John Timbrell
and his team gave rats alcohol and taurine for a month
to see if taurine had any
effect on alcohoL The taurine
prevented fat .build-up in the
rats' liver, BBC News· stated
Other ingredients found
in energy drinks include
phenylalanine, glucuronolactone and inositol, which are
an;iino acids and vitamins.
Used as an ingredient in
CRUNK!!!, horny goat weed
was given the name because
a - goat herder in China
noticed increased sexual
activity in his goats, according to the drink's Web site.
Van Camp said that a
good nile of thumb is that
something might not be good
for you if yo~ don't know
what the labels mean.
"If you look at the labels
and wonder [ what's on it],
then you probably should
not have it:' she said
Manny Garcia, a student
at Valencia Community College, said that drinking Full

Some of the energy drinks have lower caffeine contents .Among
the lower doses:
• Bomba Energy has 75 mg per 8.4-oz serving
• Whoop Ass has 50 mg per 8.5-oz serving

Throttle calms him down
when he is stressed or feel-WWW.WEBMD.COM
ing uncomfortable.
''It's an addiction," Garble, said that he makes sure
cia said "If you get used to have.
Garcia usually enjoys an he sleeps and exercises
doing something for so
long, you're not even doing energy drink or two a day. enough to raise his energy
·
it for the energy. For me, He said he recently experi- levels.
"If you go to sleep at a
I'm not doing it for the . enced what he called a cafenergy; I'm doing it to stop feine overdose -while he p:i:-opei: time, you don't
my migraines."
was at work, · citing an need artificial energy in
Garcia said an energy unusual experience. Gar- the morning or during the
drink addiction is similar cia said he consumed one day," he said. "I never pull
to a smoking addiction. If a in the morning and had a · all-nighters. I make sure to •
person doesn't have it in a Coke. Later that afternoon, allot enough study time
whil~ a craving for it will he drank a can of Full during normal hours. A
occur, he said
Throttle and started feel- good diet will also provide
Drinks such as 5-Hour ing lightheaded
you with the right amounts
Energy advertise that they
"It was weird," Garcia of natural sugars and c~provide a big boost ofener- said. "It never happened bohydrates, which will
gy without a crash. Garcia before. My friend saw me provide you with enough
said when a certain drink and said 'Dude, you look energy."
Stella said she sees most
advertises that it's better really pale.' I felt my heart
people at the gym holding
than the rest, it's not diffi- was racing.''
cult to be convinced to try
Garcia was unsure if it an energy drink. She advisit.
was the energy drink that es students to stick to real
Red Bull's ingredients had made him feel that way . food
"Eat food [with] a lot of
arid fans make it different or that he had a lack of
than other drinks, said sleep the night before. ·
density like fruits," Stella 1
"I
was
debating said "It's a natural energy
Jeremy Chan, a representative for the company. The whether to drink another so when you do get tired,
company has sold more one," Garcia said. "Good it's not a major crash and
than 1.2 billion cans this thing I didn't.''
it's something real from
year, he said
He told a friend tfuJ.t he Mother Nature lUld not
"We have amazing fans was going to die from ener- something stuck in a can."
and supporters," Chan gy drinks. Garcia said if he
Cox said she notices
said. "Our fans fuel the had kept going, his heart students who consume an
energy drink to replace
brand and without them, would have stopped ·
Red Bull would be nothing
"If you feel my chest, breakfast before working
more than the 'other' ener- you could feel it pulsating," out.
She -advises · students
Garcia said "It was really
gy drink."
Energy drink compa- scary."
against that because while
nies advertise the benefits
His heart was pulsating the drink may provide
and convenience of having for five hours before he enei:gy, the person will still
their respective drinks, was home, he said
be operating on an empty
For those cutting down stomach.
which may give some peoor opting out of energy
"It has a lot of caffeine in
ple reasons to try them. ..
"They are fun to drink." drinks, there are alterna- it and a lot of sugar so it's
Deal said '~d you get to tives for good sources of like drinking Coke with
see how certain ingredi- energy such as more sleep, extra caffeine," Cox said.
ents affect you."
food and exercise, accord- "That's not really breakHowever, side effects ing to Stella and Van Camp. fast."
do occur and may prove
Red Bull stated on its
Cox ·said she thinks it
that energy drinks can J:,e Web site to drink lots of may be helpful to have
potentially dangerous. Jit- water and not to use Red . some caffeine but the probters and lightheadedness Bull as a fluid replacement. lem is when people only
are some effects Stella and
Piecora, who thinks have an . energy drink
Cox said energy drinks energy drinks taste terri- instead of actual food.
"

~
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~acebro_~_lures p~ents
tabs on me."
Facebook, which was
created in 2094, was o:riginally developed as a social
networking site strictly for
college students.
ijow,
Facebook allows peopl of
all ages to create a prof1lc on
the Web site.
·
Groups on Facebbok
such as "Get Parents Off
Facebook" have ralliedi the
support of hundreds ,~ho
desperately want to keep
Facebook as a private social
world of their own.
·
"I wouldn't say there is
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alma Zavala, a sophomore psychology major, reads along as Cecilia Rodriguez Milanes performs the art of spoken word.
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Signing attracts a crowd
FROM

Al

"My parents are also
Cuban, and they immigrated," Rodriguez Milanes
said. "So I know a lot of
Cubans all through their
migration."
As more people walked
into the bookstore, she
continued reading, "The
potent male likes you, little
stick-skinny girl with
expressive eyes and vulnerable lips."
These words came
from "Failed Secrets;' her
daughter Lilian Milanes'
favorite story, which she
read aloud that evening.
Milanes, a sophomore
anthropology
major,
watched her mother read,
:Jmowing the truth. behind
her stories.
'just knowing what the
stories are about and
knowing where they come
from, knowing it's my family - that's supposed to be
the
author's
~ecret,"
Milanes said. "Certain
details I know who she's
talking about. It's nice that
I can relate. Everyone in

Cuban families have someone they can relate to in
the book."
Listeners put down
their wine glasses, all
attention on the author's
words.
"You excel in school,
higher scores every year;'
she read. "Some popular
girls adopt you, their skinny but almost pretty
friend"
She motioned with her
hands and turned her head
to the left, then the right connecting with her listeners.
Alma Zavala, a sophomore psychology major,
silently read along ~th·
Rodriguez Milanes, holding an open book during
the reading. She even
laughed out loud at parts.
"I could sense the
familiarity within the culture,'' Zavala said. "It's a
collective society ... the
feelings she penned I can
feel"
She sat on a barstool
near the small bookstore's
cafe. Rodriguez Milanes'
voice reached Zavala's cor-
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ner as she continued reading: ''Nineteen, unmarried,
you go to. live with the·
eccentric maiden aunt.
You work in your family's
pharmacy, inixing tonics,
giving injections. You are
in heaven all day, until
evening when you return
to a bare room, bed bugridden mattress."
Rodriguez
Milanes
continued reading, eventually coming to the end of
"Failed Secrets." Her listeners looked up, applauded and urged her to read
more.
"It's ... really sad at
parts," Zavala said. "It tells
story in a way you feel
. like you were in the book
- I fell in love with the
book."
Milanes agreed with
Zavala about the story's
sadness. However, she
said she sees a sliver of
hope at its end
"The girl got through all
the struggles and got to
med school," she said.
"Even though it didn't
work out exactly how she
wanted, she was at peace."

a

anything
in particular~
tI
don't want
them to s· e,''
Ghazi said. "It is mor, so
just the concept of it
ing
one thing that I can le ep
private from them."
Some college studt' nts
like Mel Hirsch, have
warmed up to the cg ept
of parents on Facel;>oo
d
now use it as a me
of
everyday communica ion
with them.
"I have a very open elationship with myfamily,/and
they understand the wlhole
'being a college student'
thing,'' said Hirsch, a se:nior
hospitality major. "As a !benior, I am much rr.[ore
focused on schoolwork, so I
feel like I don't really l:~ve
anything to hide on my page
or that I wouldn't be ho;nest
with them about."
Hirsch's mom, Dale,itilizes Facebook to rec!: ive
updates on her daught r's
life and to send quick hE~llos
when, their busy sche~'wes
conflict.
''When we are unable to
- connect by phone, I ' can
usually see her on Faceb ' k
and get a sense of wh t is
going on," Dale Hirsch · d
"It also gives me the f eedom to senq a quick not to
say hi or even make Ii'J ans
with her and her siste at
the same time."
Dale Hirsch enjoys F: cebook not only becaus it

CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Winter Springs resident Jeanne Bills ·checks her Facebook account with her son,
Jack, by her side.Jeanne used Facebook to communicate with family and friends.

allows her to keep in con- connected to her personal
tact with her daughters but life.
"It was funny enough
with long lost friends as
having my parents 0n Facewell
''.As the baby boomer book, but when I got a.
generation begins to use friend request from my
Facebook, we start finding grandmother, that is when I
old high school and college · realized what a difference
friends," Hirsch said "That Facebook is making in peois also becoming a new ple's lives," Hirsch said.
trend within my genera- ''But, it makes me feel good
tion."
that she feels more connectRecently, Mel Hirsch got ed to me just by looking at
a friend request from some- my pictures, especially
one she never expected to without my grandfather
see on Facebook - her these days. It is something
to brighten her day."
grandmother.
Daniel Peterson, a senior
"My grandma looked
through all 2,000 of my pic- at UCF, said that Facebook
tures the other day," Hirsch is not something his parents
said. "She says she feels need in their,lives.
updated on my life."
"My
parents
have
Hirsch, whose grand- enough of a hard time on
mother lives in Atlanta, still the computer; Facebook
prefers
communicating would not help them,''
with her on the telephone, Peterson said "I am starting
but likes that she now has · to see parents of my friends
the option of allowing her in my suggestion box. I can't
grandmother to be more break that barrier."
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says·sh~ saw stain woman as a friend
MARTA FALCONI

Knox.
Police have denied· any
improper behavior, but
PERUGIA, Italy - An Knox repeated her claim
American student who Saturday when questioned
denies murdering her by lead prosecutor GiuBritish roommate testified liano Mignini.
Saturday that she was
"It was always a
shocked by the death of a crescendo," she said recallwoman she considered her ing her early questioning
friend, and said a "crescen- sessions. "When I said I
do" of police pressure led was with Raffaele all the
her to accuse an innocent time they told me I was a
man.
liar. I was scared, I thought:
Amanda Knox of Seat- maybe they are right."
tle had already told the
Knox said that intercourt on Friday that she rogators ''wanted a name"
was not in the apartment and that a policewoman hit
she shared with Meredith her twice on the head.
Kercher on the night in
"Do you remember? Do
2007 when the British you remember? And then
woman was slain.
boom! On the head," Knox
Knox, 21, and Italian co- said, m..imicking the slap in
defendant Raffaele Sol.- court.' "I went: mamma
lecito, her ex-boyfriend, mia! And then again,
are accused of murder and another boom!"
sexual violence in the slayShe said it was that ·
ing of Kercher, who was pressure that made her
found in a pool of blood come up with Lumumba's
Nov. 2, 2007 in the shared name and her initial story
apartment in this central that she was at home durItalian town.
ing the murder and covKnox took the stand for . ered her ears against the
the first time Friday and victim's screams.
.
said she spent the night_of
"It didn't hurt, but it
the killing at Sollecito's frightened me," she said of
STEFANO MEDICI / ASSOCIATE PRESS
apartment. Prosecutors the slaps.
U. . murder suspect Amanda Knox testifies during a hearing for the murder trial of her slain British roommate Meredith Kercher in Perugia, Italy, Friday.
believe Knox, Sollecito
When asked if she had
and a third suspect con- suffered after Kercher's h ' urs, sitting at the wit- University of Washington, 25, has said he was at his cutors, Sollecito held
victed in a separate trial death, Knox said: "Yes. I n ss stand with a prison also took the stand, called own apartment the entire Kercher by the ~boulders
went to Kercher's home was very shocked, I couldard behind her. Though by the American's lawyers. night of Nov. 1. He said he from behind while Knox
the night of the murder n't imagine something like sh had an interpreter next
In Perugia, "she was does not remember if touched her with the point
and killed the British that."
to her, the American spoke h:aving the happiest time of. Knox spent the whole of a knife. They say Guede,
woman in what began as a
She said she considered in. fluent Italian, which she her life," Seliber said. "She night with him or just part an Ivory Coast national,
sex game.
Kercher "a friend." This m stly learned in the year worked three jobs respon- of it. The two have said tried to sexually assault
Knox on Friday repeat- contrasted with previous
d a half she has spent in sibly so she had the money they could not remember Kercher and then Knox
ed accusations that she testimony by other wit- ja, 1.
to come here."
events clearly because fatally ·stabbed her in the
was beaten by police and nesses that Kercher had
throat.
, , Prosecutor Mignini said
Knox appeared moved they had taken drugs.
confused when she was complained about Knox's
Prosecutors
allege
Prosecutors maintain a
was satisfied with how when Seliber walked into
questioned · in the days bathroom habits and had
ox's testimony went, the small, frescoed court- Kercher came home after kitchen knife found a,t Solafter the killing. Police expressed surprise at her
ding that he did not con- room and she listened an evening with friends on lecito's apartment is comhave denied any miscon- apparent prpmiscuity.
s· er her credible.
carefully to his testimony.
Nov. 1, and soon after patible with Kercher's
duct.
Knox said she felt sorMore of Knox's family opened the door to Knox, wounds, and has the
' Kercher family lawyer
She said it was the pres- row over her roommate's F1rancesco Maresca said members and friends are Sollecito and Rudy Her- Briton's DNA on the blade
's ure that led her to accuse death.
ttte American was well scheduled to take the mann Guede, who was and Knox's on the handle.
Diya "Patrick" Lumumba, a
"I am very · sorry for p11epared. "She answered stand in upcoming ses- convicted of murder last
The trial began in JanuCongolese man who owns what happened, some- q1~ite satisfactorily, but sions. Her mother, Edda year and sentenced to 30 ary and a verdict is expect- '
a pub in Perugia, of the times it seems to me it can- di.qn't bring anything new," Mellas, will testify at the years in prison. Guede, ed after a summer break.
killing. Lumumba • was not be -real," she said.
he said.
·
next hearing, Friday.
who denies wrongdoing, Knox and Sollecito could
jailed briefly but was later
Knox answered ques~/ Later Saturday, Andrew
Knox and Sollecito have was given a fast-track trial face Italy's stiffest punishcleared and is seeking · tions confidently and in a
ment, life imprisonment, if , '
S<i liber, a friend of Knox been jailed since shortly at his request.
defamation damage~ from . steady voice for about five and a fellow student at the after the slaying. Sollecito,
According to the prose- convicted of murder.
Associated Press
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Towing regulations generate student protest
FROM

Al

windows.
Shortly after gathering with
their homemade signs and cooler
full of sodas and sandwiches, a
maintenance worker came out to
turn on the sprinkler system.
The gang continued to spread
their message with the cooler
propped up against the sprinkler
head
Their signs bore messages
ranging from Nolen's, "Don't
lease from these crooks," to Shepherd's, "Can tow a car @ 2 am.
but can't fix a sink on a Sunday."
It was .Carey's sink that was
referenced in the sign. Carey was
the sole Science Drive resident
taking part in the protest. as she
held a sign that read, "The Village
has no ethics."
She said the sink in ~er apartment was clogged for two days
before somebody from maintenance was able to fix it.
According to Fuoco, he was
visiting friends who were in an
apartment on the north ·side of
the
apartment
community
Wednesday around I am.
. Fuoco is not a resident and

•

does not own a parking permit
for The Village, but all eight of
the designated parking spaces on
that end of the neighborhood
were taken, so he parked in one of
the regular parking spaces.
When he left the apartment
about an hour later, his car was
gone.
"I thought somebody stole it."
Fuoco said.
The total cost to reclaim the
car came to $125. The south end
of the complex has 66 visitor
parking spaces.
The Village management
declined to comment about the
protest, but the parking policy
states that any car parked in nonvisitor parking without a parking
permit could be subject to towing
at owner's expense.
Signs posted at the entrance to
. the complex warn visitors about
the policy. Residents, and in
some cases frequent visitors, pay
$50 for a parking permit.
Fuoco said that even though
the visitor spots were taken, there
: was plenty of parking on the
north end of the complex the
night of the towing, so he didn't
expect his car to be moved

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Deryk Shepherd Jtolds a sign that says,"Can tow a car@ 2 a.m. but can't fix a sink on a Sunday,'' as he protests in front of The Village at Science Drive.
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Coaches Corner - An ongoing series

A champion's spirit
Women's ~ennis coach brings
national title mentality to UCF
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer
'·

UCF Women's Tennis coach Stephanie
Nickitas knows what it means to be a
champion.
In her playing career at the University
ofFlorida, she won four national titles, two
team titles and two doubles titles.
Entering her third year as UCF head
coach next season, Nickitas will use per
experience- to improve the team that has
been under her watch the past two seasons.
In 2008, the Knights finished 12-9. This
year, UCF ended its season with a 12-10 •
record. the 18th consecutive season that the
Knights had double-digit victories.
In both seasons, the Knights · have
advanced into the second round of the
Conference USA Championsl:rlPs.
Traces of Nickitas' success cari be seen
with some of her players in the 2009 season.
Senior Elvira Serrot and sophomore
Jenny Frisell were voted to the All-Conference USA team as a doubles pair.
.
Frisell also made the second team for
her singles play. Together, they finished the
year ranked No. 59 in the final
Campbell/lTA Tennis Rankings.
"The outlook is great," Nickitas said
about heading into her third year on the
job. 'We're a young team, so we have a lot
to learn maturity wise and experience
wise. We're kind of in the building
phase:'
And that building phase is not just
for the student-athletes; Nickita$ is
getting her share ofeducation as well.
"C9nstantly learning and changing and just learning how to b~ a
mentor for the student-athletes and
· just. teach them about how the hard
work and discipline that they're put-

TAMPA BAY PLACES RELIEVER
ISRINGHAUSEN ON DL
ST. PETERSBURG-Tampa Bay Rays
reliever Jason lsringhausen left
Saturday night's game against
Washlfl'gton with pain in his surgically
repaired right elbow and was placed on
the 15-day disabled list.
· lsringhausen was hurt while making
a pitch-to pinch hitter Corey Patterson in
"the ninth inning. He underwent tests
- postgame.
"There's concern. I don't know what
level;'Tampa Bay manager Joe Maddon
said.
The 36-year-old ·Isringhausen had
surgery on the elbow last September
while with St. Louis. He signed a minor
league contract with Iampa Bay on Feb.
20.
Tampa Bay plans tQbring up righthander Winston Abreu from Triple-A
Durham to replace lsringhausen. Abreu,
32, is 0-1 with a6.81 ERA in 33 career
major league games,-including 26 with
Washington in 2007.

AIKMAN COMPLETES FINAL
DRIVE, GRADUATES UCLA
LOS ANGELES - Hall of Fame
quarterback Troy Aikman has graduated
from UCLA 21 years after ~arring for
the Bruins,
Aikman participated.in Saturday's
graduation ceremony on the Westwood
campus along with 450 other
graduates. He earned his sociology
degree earlier this year, having left
college as the No. 1 pick in the 1989
NFL draft by the Dallas Cowboys.
He was mobbed with requests for
pictures with his fellow graduates and
received a loud cheer when his name
was read while receiving his diploma.
"I'm glad I came back.and went
through the ceremony;' Aikman said. "I
. had some reservations because I didn't
really know any of the other students,
but I had a great time and it brought
back a lot of great memories of my time
here. UCLA is a great place and I'm glad
to be a part of it'.'
Aikman was joined by his wife
Rhonda, two of his daughters, his
mother and one of his sisters.
Aikman played in high school in
Henryetta, Okla., and started his college
career at Oklahoma. He quarterbacked
UCLA to a 20-4 record during the 1987
and 1988 seasons. He later was
enshrined both the college and pro
football halls.
Also in cap and gown was current
Bruins quarterback Kevin Craft, who
will graduate after fall quarter.

HIGH SCHOOL UMP TO FANS:
YOU'RE ALL OUTTA HERE
WEST BURLINGTON, Iowa -An
umpire has emptied the stc1nds at a
high school baseball game, ejecting the
entire crowd of more than 100 fans for
being unruly.
Umpire Don Briggs said he had no
problem with any of the student
athletes during Thursday's game
between Winfield-Mount Union and
West Burlington.
He said he had to take action because
fans were being unruly, yelling and
arguing.
However, West Burlington
Superintendent James Sleister said he
didn't see any unusual behavior an·d
said he thought the umpire
overreacted.
The game resumed after a 40-minute
delay. West Burlington won 12-11.
The umpire called police as a
precaution. West Burlington police
officer Al Waterman says there wet'e no
arrests. He says he saw no unruliness
himself.
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UCF head coach
Stephanie Nickitas
finished her second
season with the Knights
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COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

r1t1eswon

Nickitas won national

titles in doubles play
in 1996and 1997.

AtUF

She is 2nd all-time at
Florida with 128
career doubles wins.
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Three
Knights
picked
in draft
Senior, 2 juniors
selected near end
RYAN BASS
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UCF's best season
comes to an·end
DANNY AIELLO
Staff Writer

The UCF Track and
Field program has come a
long way, to say the least.
This past weekend, the
Knights sent five of their ·
best athletes to John
McDonnell Field at the
University of Arkansas,
home of the _NCAA
Championships.
This is a vast improvement from seasons past,
seeing as the Knights only
COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS
had one other NCAA Dione Thomas finished 24th in the
qualifier in the program's triple jump preliminaries on Friday.
history, LesSundra Ford,
who participated in the day was sophomore Lizzie
high jump in 2004. .
Harris, who placed 15th in
Indoor track and field the finals of the high jump.
All Americans Dione
Thursday was the field
Thomas (triple jump) and portion of the NCAA
Tiki James (60-meter hur- Championship,
where
dles) led the Knights into juniors Kelsey Poljansek
competition on Friday.
and LeKendra Thames
Thomas finished 24th placed 19th and 27th
in her triple jump prelimi- respectively.
naries, and James ran in
Despite not winning a
the semifinal heats finish- national title, this year was
ing 6th place in her heat a success for this young,
(12th overall), with a 13.45- , talented UCF squad
second finish.
Also competing on FriPLEASE SEE FOUR ON A9

•

Staff Writer

For most young baseball
players, getting drafted to the
major leagues is the ultimate
dream. That dream became a
reality for three UCF Baseball
players on Wednesday and
Thursday.
Austin Hudson, Chadd Hartman and Shane Brown were all
selected in the 2009 Major
League Baseball First-Year Player Draft, marking the 68th. 69th
and 70th times, respectively,
that a UCF player was picked
"I'm excited that those guys
will have the opportunity to
sign a professional contract,"
UCF baseball head coach Terry
Rooney said. · "It's quite an
honor, and it's a credit to the
type of career they have had
and their drive and ambition.
So I think it's quite an honor to
be selected by a professional
team."
.
, Each player took his own
route to being selected. Hudson, who had been drafted out
of high school in the 2006 MLB
Draft by the Washington
Nationals, was the first Knight
off the board. being selected by
the Seattle Mariners in the 27th
round.
.
In his 58 career app~arances
at UCF, Hudson compiled a 4-4
record with a 7.12 ERA. Rooney
thinks that his potential is one
of the main reasons the
Mariners decided to select him.
"I think Austin Hudson getting selected is about potential
and upside," he said "Obviously, the're is a lot of things to work
with [in] Austin's case, and certamly the Mariners thought that
they could take some time to
· try to .fine tune a lot of his
mechanical things."
Hartman was the next
Knight to come ·off the board,
going in the 43rd round 'to the
San Diego Padres. For his
career, Hartman hit .245 in ~64
PLEASE SEE
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Speraw c~ps start again

•

CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

The 2009 Kirk Speraw·
Basketball Camp is here
and running this swnmer.
The camp, the first
week of which ~ompleted
Friday, is hosted. ofcourse,
by UCF Men's Basketball
head coach Kirk Speraw.
'We have been running
this camp since I got here
16 years ago," Speraw said.
"and we have a lot of fun
with the kids in the community, coming up and try
to have a great day teaching the fundamentals of
the game: passing, dribbling, defense, rebounding, shootirlg, and mixing
it in with some nice competition."
Speraw said the camps
give the program an
opportunity to reach out
to the areas around UCF
and _get people interested
in the Knights.
"It's interacting with
the community, and we
want to promote the game
of basketball," Speraw
said 'We want to promote
UCF and the university,
and we want to promote
our basketball program.
It's a great way for kids in
the community to get to
know the coaching staff

•
•

..
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UCF head coach Kirk Speraw, seen here during pra!:tice last season, is heading
up the Kirk Speraw B~sketball camp this year for the 17th time.

and our players. We do
have a number of former
players, and a number of
current players that are
working at the camp."
A couple of familiar
names were on hand to
help. Josh Peppers and
Kingsley Edwards, who
were part of UCF's 2004
and 2005 NCAA Tournament teams, were counselors.
According· to
the
camp's brochure, other
former Knights involved
are Jermaine Taylor and
Dexter Lyons.
'We always get some
guys to come back;' Speraw said ''It's fun to bring
those guys back. You
spend so many hours in a

day when they're here it's
great to watch them grow
and mature and go on
with their lives. It's fun to
catch up with what's going
on with them. It's nice for
them to stay attached to
the university:·
There are two different
types of camps. The day
camp has three sessions,
the first ofwhich just completed. The remaining sessions are today through
June 19 and June 22-26.
The sessions are Monday thru Friday and run
from 9 am. to 4 p.m.
The camp is open to
campers from the ages of7
to 17.
PLEASE SEE
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Coach a true team Player / Juniors could retllrn
FROM AB

ting toward their tennis
really shapes them for the
rest of their lives," Nickitas
said. "Yes, it's about winning, but you can learn a lot
from losing."
During Nickitas' freshman year in 1996 at Florida.
the women's team won the
national championship.
Nickitas also won the title
in doubles with partner
D.,_wnButh.
"Freshman year was an
amazing team, such a
strong team," Nickitas said
''I think we went undefeated regular season as a
team.''
The 1996 Gators went
31-0 during the season,
including a14-0 mark in the
Southeastern Conference. .
During her sophomore
season, Nickitas · won
another doubles title with
Buth, becoming the first
pair to win back-to-back
doubles titles.
Junior year proved to be
another team effort for the
Gators, as they won their
second ~tional championship in three years.
Nickitas, a
Tampa

native, attended the Harry make the transition back to
Hopman/SaddleBrook
playing individual tennis;'
Tennis Academy her junior she said "I thrived so much
and senior year of high in the team atmosphere,
school
and that's probably why I
When she was about 15, excelled more in doubles
Nickitas was on the U.S. . even as a junior.
Junior National Team. She
"Through college, I
traveled and played in liked the team environmany international tourna- ment, and once I went out
ments around the world
to play solely individual
When it came time to tennis, I didn't have that
choosing whether to turn fire anymore. In pro tennis,
pro or go to college Nicki- it's so cutthroat and you
tas chose the latter.
have to be me-, me-, meChoosing between UF oriented"
and the University of CaliNickitas served as an
fornia-Berkeley, she picked assistant coach at Harvard
the Gators, attending UF for three seasons and was
from 1996-99 and earning named the 2005 ITA East
her bachelor's degree in Region Assistant Coach of
business administration.
the Year.
.
At Florida. Nickitas won
Later in 2005, Nickitas
128 singles matches and moved on to Duke, where
was an All-SEC First Team she spent two seasons as
selection all four years. an assistant before being
Nickitas earned All-Ameri- hired as the new UCF head
ca recognition six times coach on June 11, 2007. She
and ranks first in Florida replaced previous coach
history with a single-sea:- Patricia Allison, who had
son doubles winning per- resigned after eight sea.,
centage of 97.6 after post- sons.
ing a 41-1 record in 1996. ·
With all of the' accoAfter college, Nickitas lades Nickitas has encounplayed professionally· and tered as a player, she is
said she struggled
focused on seeing similar
"It was hard for me to success as a coach at UCF.

Former Knights help out
FROM AB

- The camp fee is $195 and includes a
basketball for each kid, a camp T-shirt
and a daily lunch.
The day camp will experience 3--0n-3
and 5-on-5 competiticm. They train to
pnprove upon their fundamental skills
such
passing, ball handling, layups,
shooting, · rebounding, agility aµd
defense.
The other type of camp is the team
camp.
It is held from July 10-12 and allows for
. teams to play togethei:.
The team camp allows high school
·and AAU teams to compete with other
Florida schools and the Southeast.
The team fee is $575 per team and
$500 for additional teams. Each team is
responsible for its own ~odations
and meal arrangements.·

as

•
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Kirk Speraw, seen here directing players against Marshall,
said his camps help UCF connect with the community.

.

To register for either camp, each participant.needs to fill out the application in
the pamphlet along with the required ·
payment.
For the team camp, each player needs
to send $100 deposit with their application form.

..______,,,

Four Kniglitss:oming back
-

als with.higher goals. I am
. very proud of everybody
"It was niceto finish this year:'
this season with five "qualiSmith Gilbert also
· fiers for the NCAAs:' UCF made headlines herself
head cc5ach Caryl Smith this past week, when the
Gilbert said in a UCF United States Track &
release. ."This has been a Field and Cross Country
great experience to .share Coaches
Association
with the team, and we announced that she had
hope to be back here at been named the South
some point to challenge Region Coach of the Year.
for tlJ.e team champi:.
"I am blessed to have
onship.
the opportunity to coach
"In the future, we will such a driven, dedicated
be able to come to nation- group of young women,"
FROM

A8

Smith Gilbert said - the
release. "Our athletes have
worked extremely hard
this season, and I am
proud of their accomplishments athletically as well
as away from the track."
Three returning juniors
(James, Poljansek and
Thomas), and one sophomore (Harris), who are all
NCAA qualifiers, along
with 24 returning lettermen, the Knights' foundation for next year couldn't
be stronger.

The U11i~ersify Wrifi119 ce~fer
Because Writers
Need Readers
40l823.2197 I WIVW. UW(. \KF.EDU
I

It's well researched,
but I think your paper
just lacks heart.
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Hours

I

Mon-Thurs 9 am - 8 p

Friday

·9 am - 5 p

F O AB
RM

career games, but it was his
athleticism that caught the
attention of the Padres. He
went to work out for them
a week before and felt they
would give him a shot.
"They knew I wanted to
play in the first place,"
Hartman said. "I know that
throughout this season and
last season, my numbers
didn't match up, but they
told me that I hit the ball
real well in San Diego.
RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
They just said 'since you UCF junior Austin Hudson, seen here against Stetson this past season, was
have great athleticism, and selected in the 27th round <?f the MLB Draft by the Seattle Mariners.
you still have some tools
that we can still work with starter, Brown has a career draft.
335 average and has racked
"Getting selected is not
you a little bit."'
They took a gamble on up 162 hits, 15 home runs always about production,
me, and it isn't going to · and 105 RBIs.
it's about upside and
"It's a dream come true value,"
Rooney
said.
cost them that much, so I
statistically
think that they decided to and something I have been ·~though
working on since a little somebody might have a
take a risk on me."
Hartman is someone kid," Brown said "For it to great year, an organization
Rooney deems as a total come true is awesome, may think they may not ·
team player. He was happy especially the Yankees, profile into a certain posithat a team gave him a shot because they are my fami- tion so to speak. It's kind of
to prove himself.
ly's favorite team."
the way it goes, unfortuUnlike Hartman, Hud- nately."
"Chadd Hartman, as I
.
have said many times, is a son and Brown both have
There were also four
consummate team player decisions whether to future Knights that were
selected in the draft. Outthroughout this past year:' return to school or go pro.
For Brown, it's a deci- ficlder Ronnie Richardson,
Rooney said. "He has
always done everything sion that will take some pitcher Alex Besaw, pit~her Benjamin Dew and
that was required of the time to make.
"I'm not really sure yet," infielder Darnell Sweeny
team, and [he] is a tremendous kid on and off the Brown said of whether he - all 2009 recruits - were
field. It is great, because would go pro or return to picked up by teams in the
that's what makes coach- UCF. ''Whatever is the best draft, with Richardson
ing, to be able to see a man opportunity for me and my going highest: the llth
like Chadd get an opportu- future. I'm not sure. We round to the Minnesota
will find out soon."
Twins.
nity."
A couple of other big
Despite the recruits getBrown, one of the centerpieces of the UCF line- names for UCF weren't as ting selected, Rooney said
up the past two seasons, -fortunate to hear their it doesn't impact the way
also heard his name called name come off the board, he will continue to stockin the final rounds on most notably seniors Bran- pile talent for the coming
Thursday, being selected don Romans and Kiko seasons.
"i anticipated those four .
by tlJ.e New York Yankees Vazquez. Romans led the
· with the 1,425th pick in the team in home runs this players being selected in
past season with 14, and the draft," he said. "This is
draft.
The junior led the Vazquez finished in sixth the balance of college baseKnights in average this past place on the career home ball recruiting. You need to
season at .341 and tied an run list in UCF history recruit players that have
the ability to play profesNCAA record in April by with 29.
Rooney said there are sional baseball, but you are
reaching base in 18 consecother factors aside from only going to sign kids who
utive plate appearances.
In his three seasons for how well a player performs have the intentions of
the Knights, two as a that teams look at in the enrolling in college."
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OUR STANCE

OON'T TE.Lt. ME., LET ME

GUESS. 'rtl.J WERE IN

i

ll-lE.

MIDDLE OF A TWEET.

'\

tittators
rush to get boxes
T

he Digital Transition
and Public Safety Act,
which marked the
switch from analog fo digital
television, was announced in
2005.
Yet when the switch took
place last Friday. the Federal
Communications Commission was smothered with
confusion.
.
They received more than
700,000 calls about converter
boxes, the federal coupons to
pay for them and reception
issues. The procrastinanon
was overwhelming.
As college students, we
know a little bit about procrastination. We curse ourselves every time we wind up
sitting in front of a computer
at 3 a.m. still only halfway
through a 10-'page research
pape:r we have known about
for a couple months.
But when the next semester rolls around we do the
same thing all over again.

Apparently this is a habit
that dies hard Americans
who have had years to
prepare for what is a very
simple transition, wait until
the day it happens to look
into what they have to do to
· get their basic TV channels.
Rather than listening to
the multiple news reports
outlining the instructions or
going to the FCC Web site,
which has detailed directions
about everything those who
still use antennas need to do,
they bombarded them with
phone calls.
Many of these customers
were probably referred back
to the source they should
have gone to for consultation
in the first place.
According to an Associated Press story. "about a third
of the calls were about federal coupons to pay for digital
converter boxes, an indication that at least 100,000 people still didn't have the right

equipment to receive digital
signals." These coupons have
been available since Jan. 1,
2008.
About 30 percent of the
calls were about operating
the converter boxes and most
of those issues were resolvedafter people re-scanned the
airwaves and located the digital signal, according to the
story.
About 210,000 phone calls
would not have been made if
people had simply bit the
refresh button.
Luckily. the federal
'coupons for the converter
boxes can still be requested
until the end ofJuly and the
boxes themselves will be
available even longer, but we
shouldn't interpret that to
mean that our procrastination is justified
We will make life easier
for everyone, including our- ,
selves, wheri we finally learn
that lesson.

Disclosure eases,
Facebook fears
.

A

'

s more parents of college students begin to
discover and join .
Facebook, students should
make their views clear in
order to create an environment that doesn't allow that
parental invasion to become
a major factor.
If parents log on to Facebook for the first time, it's
only natural that they will try
to find a person who they are
the most familiar with. This
person will most likely be
their child.
The burden rests on their
children whether to accept
their friend requests or not.
Anyone in college with a
Facebook page can attest to
having content that's not
exactly parent-friendly.
Typed phrases and uploaded
pictures could bring up an

embarrassing conversation
with the folks.
Still, as adults, we have-the
right to use our discretion
and make a decision con. cerning just how much our
parents can see.
It's just a matter of utilizing the privacy setting feature.
People are banding together to create groups solely
against the idea of parents
using Facebook. They say
·that having parents go .
through profiles feels similar
to having them invade the
privacy of the bedr90m.
While it's understandable
if parents want to track the
online µsage of their underage children who still live at
home, the situation can be
different when it transfers to
the college atmosphere.

It makes sense to have an
open discussion with parents
to explain if or why it feels
uncomfortable having them
as a Facebook friend
· Ever since Facebook
opened its doors to the entire
world, anyone with an e-mail
address has a right to get on
Facebook, including parents.
However, banning and
ignoring them won't really do
anything but bring furthersuspicion as to what we really do on the popular social
:p.etworking site.
If it is bothersome to have
your parents on Facebook,
observing your every move, a
conversation from one adult
to another could be the
answer.
After all, we can't stay
locked in the privacy of our
bedrooms forever.

Since theyt~
anext,~rmv
..

I

t's not uncommon for_
ticket and get stalled an
UCF students to either
extra 20 minutes.
know someone or have
The consequences for
personally experienced hav- both actions more than
ing their car towed while
counteract what you were
visiting an apartment comtrying to save yourself from
plex. Sure, visitor parking is
in the first place.
This past Thursday stufarther away and the parking lots get crowded, but is
dents stood in front of the
Village at Science Drive ·
it really that hard to park
protesting because the
where you know you won't
apartment complex allegedget towed?
ly tows cars for no reason.
Students try to save
If the complex is not prothemselves from having to
viding enough visitor parkwalk another hundred feet,
ing or they are actqally towand they end up having to
ing cars that are parked
bitch a ride to go pick up
their car from the,impoundwhere they should be, then.
ment lot and pay $100 or
students should be bringing
attention to the issue and
more to get it back.
making the complex do
It's just like speeding.
something about -it.
You're running late or have
If, however, this is just
to drive a long distance, so
another case of students
you go 15 or 20 mph over
· being lazy and not wanting
the speed limit only to get
pulled over, receiv~ $150
to follow the rules, ten

they have no right to complain.
When students sign their
leases they are informed
about the parking situation
in that complex, and if they
aren't OK with it they
shouldn't sign.
The same goes for students who choose to visit
friends, boyfriends or girlfriends in different complexes. If they don't like where
they have to park, they can
meet their friend elsewhere
or make their friend come
to their place. ·
Students should be taking
every precaution to avoid
having their car towed, even
if short-term inconveniences are involved.
Saving a couple hundred
dollars and hours of frustration makes it more than
worth it.
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DON WRIGHT /TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICE

Is it 'scene' becau.se
it's all just an act'?
No matter how much
were going for $100 on
Craigslist the day of the
we mature and claim to
be independent adults,
show.
our insecurities still
Once.the opening
wage a constant inner
band, Black Dice, filled
w!r that makes us gravi- .
the room with their
tate toward groups or
noise rock and
experimental sounds,
ca~es we find eclectic
or interesting.
however, my hopes
We will always desire
quickly dwindled
to be unique and, at ~e
The New York City
JENNIFER ROSS
Contributing Writer
same time, long to fit in.
band's nearly hour-long
Whether it's suddenset was basically one
ly becoming die-hard
continuous song consistMagic fans now that the team is
ing of a looped bass line, random
doing well or spending hours on
psychedelic keyboard sounds and_
the Internet trying to find an undis- an occasional screech from a man
covered band that makes us feel
who looked somewhat like a viking .
artsy and important, we often try
warrior.
too hard to make a statement or
From where I was standing, I
join a community.
could only see one or two heads
I'm willing to admit that I'm a bit swaying back and forth to the pulof a music snob.
sations:
My d,ws of wearing nothing but
And while Animal Collective
band T-shirts and being too good to was immensely more-enjoyable, I
still found their IO-minute additions
listen to the radio have been over
to every song, kaleidoscopic lightfor a while, but I still have to keep
myself in check and make sure I'm
ing and creepy images displayed on
not just listening to something
screeps on either side of the stage
because it souilds original or a
pretty over-the-top.
The clincher came at the end of
trendy music magazine gave it a
good review.
the concert, when the lead singer of
Last Wednesday I went to see
the band told the crowd, "Listen to
Animal Collective, the kings of
our music; let it fill your minds."
The art they were trying to creexperimental in:die dance pop, at
ate just seemed so forced, and the ·
Club Firestone on Orange Avenue
majqrity of the people at the show
downtown.
fooked like they were hypnotized,
Walking up to the massive line
of emo/indie/trendy kids before
dancing and swaying to songs that
masked their meaning and signifithe doors to the club were opened
cance with obscure lyrics and tripmade me laugh a little inside.
Nearly every outfit looked like
py sounds.
something from an Urban OutfitA Paste magazine review of the
ters mannequin or a thrift store
band's new album, Merriweather
Post Pavilion, tells readers to "just
fmd made hip.
' I got in line alone because the
enjoy_the orgasmic rush of dancefriends I was meeting up with were , able rock. After all, hands are
meant not to be jettisoned up in
running late.
I ended up talking to the guys in
frustration at dead-end lyrics, but
thrown in the air as if you just didfront of and behind me and I was
'
shocked when they all told me they n't care."
were from out-of-state.
While I do agree that probing for
The two in front of me were
some deep meaning is often futile
from Louisiana, and they even had
and not what the artist had in mind
southern accents to ·prove it. The
when they created their piece, there
three behind me were from Chathas to be something we can agree or
tanooga, Tenn.
identify with so that we're not just
blindly following along.
They said this was one of the
only shows the band·was playing
Why bother having lyrics if they
that wasn't 21 and up.
don't contain any sort of message
One of them also proudly
or story?
The identity that is wrapped up
informed me that he was 21 and he
just saw the band a couple nights ,
in those things is what creates comago in Tennessee, but still wanted
munity, rather than, as the Say Anyto share the experience with his
thing song '½.dmit It!!!" from their
2006 ...Is A Real Boy CD says, some
underage friends.
"set of standards and tastes that
At this point I wondered how all
appear to be determined by an
this hype could be justified, but I
unseen panel of hipster judges givwas still anxious to see if my $15
ing [their] thumbs up and thumbs
ticket would get me much more
down to incoming and outgoing
than I had bargained for trends and styles of music and art:•
especially considering the tickets
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READER VIEWS
anyone's classes." This is utter blasSummer advising an
phemy! I know of a few people
within my major that has gone
inconvenience
I'm a Communicative Sciences ·
and Disorders major and I was
quite surprised by. an e-mail that
was left by the advisors of my
department. Right in the middle of
summer, where some students are
not even attending classes at all, the
advisors are requiring that all
undergrads to this major must
attend a mandatory meeting! They
believed the date and time they
have arranged is appropriate
because it doesn't interfere wi~

home for the summer to work and
earn money for the upcoming fall
semester. They are making students drive all the way back, without a guaranteed place to stay for
the evening, to go over new advising protocols, grad schools, etc.
These are things that we research
and seek guidance during our own
time. Besides, the advisors fail to
even show up on time, if at all, for
their own walk-in advising hours.
How is this fair?!

LESLIE AGUIRRE
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

PAYMENT METHODS
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Online, phone, fax,
in person:
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ResidentAssislant Position AVBi
FREE Rert & Meals, 25 GPA req.
Must have aJSbner serv. exp, be
ah;J:>i"g, peroona:Jle, rroliva!ed
cJ"d have a dean ctM,g reoord.
Emai IBSl.l11eS 1D cviu:f@ool.CXJIT1

3'25 TC1MT1CJUSe & 3/2/2 House
1 rTE from UCF. Lwaiect
~ ioes. Co!mu"ilY pool. 1 car
g.:rage. Available sta1irg Jlne.
Cal: 954-663-6298 .

area $1295hno.Available rcm.
818-600-2422 or emai
pablo.ander.:oo@rtx:ui.CXJIT1

Rooms for ra,t in 212, 312 & 414

UCFINE ORLANOO
Cobial Poirde Luxuy Aps
1 & 2 Bectooms Ree W/0, pool,
fflness renta; patios.
2300 Ero, Ci'. 407-679-aX,1

bectoom homes. $475 & l.4:). Yim
a-d Util. hi 2 rriles 10 UCF.
111CMilal leases. Month t> month
• avail. www.ForRentNeaU.::Fa:irn

UCF AREA- W8',{. t> Oasses.
1 Ix 1 ljh_ 600 sq. ft $395.tro.,
rerovalBd, $525.m:>. 1 MO. FREE
RENT. (407) 339-2933

LOOK!!!
3 rooms aval i1 a large house
dose to UCF. lnctJdes i1-golrd
pool, W/0, & U kitdlen. $359,tno.
+ spit I.Ji. Cal 813-964-7427,
leave l)ll3$S1:ge.

Beaoom Stile v.ith pivate ba1h
a-d walk-in doset Gcrage, pool
and atJana Galed CXlll1ITU"ity. F
oliy. $435mo. 407-340-e887

avaiable. CAl.l..Aviaoon lnstitue
al Mai1ler«x::e (888)349-5387.

•
~ C o a : i l Needed
Also, darDe teacher i1 hip-hop. ~
~dtten--ail Elq:>. and ref.
reqied. Cal 321-<383-4875
Plf DoggyDS')O:re ~
posistions avail. M.Jst Love Dogs.
Vet,1<erne! El<p. a pus!
Localbns in 01arm and &ri:xd
***www.oogjayaftem:xnnet***
emairestme1o
m@dogjayaftemoon.net

200
31212., ron patio, all tile fl, LR, Fam
Rm,1500SF 1.Apet ok, off Dean
necr U1iv. Bv, (10114 Wn:lerTr,
01) $1230,tno 1st, last + $500 S
Dep. (407) 697-;9376

3'25'1 car garage. 3 par1<ilg spots.

W n a ~ . GatedComn.
Ba'dey's Reserve off of 434 1600 sq.
ft $1125\'ro. Call 407-461'1923

NEW 22.5 TO'MroITle RertONn
AVALOO PARK
•
2 car gaage, ~ kilchen,
FREE LAWNCARE ,FREE
CABLE, L4)S1ais loft
AVAILABLE JULY 1st!!
$1300month
(No smokers, smal pas wek:ome).
emai: medger001 @YITT)O.CXJIT1
for more i1ftJrmali:,n

l
i

I

Avaiaje.AugJst Dl.plex in SheMood

Lawn cae, W/0, dishvvasher ind.
Cal 407-937-2900 or 402-208-7577

waklerl Olase, a safe haven localed 1
rrile from UCF. lrd. pool. 3'25
w,4:ga:fed kitd1en & ~ - W/0
Call OlelTy 954-600-4649

A\rc'bn Lakes 3'25 bMnlrne has
(2) rooms for ra,t 811 !JiJ. Gated
oorrrn.nty,poqisgymlWrfi & W/0.
$EnJ mo. re Prefer ron-srnokirrJ
UCF students. Cal (561)700-7231.
The Crest at Walerford Lakes
- Luxuy Corm 2lrt2ba, wkl, gym,
pool. Walef rd., $ 475toorrmale
Cal (407) 247-6423

,lo, -

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

----1

www.workforstudents.com

Need h:Jusrg?? Ree assislcr"ce
kx:atqj cx:n:b.& house ren1als &
sales off caTp.JS. downtown, elc.
407-95?-0609.

srosen@onlyvvayrealy.CXJ111

.

avail. />SAP

Homeless? Stay Here! UCFs best~ to
find a ~ to slay! Also view aD ocls oriine
at www.UCFnews.comtiassified

-~:.;_..~DVD'S, Wi Gares, PS3 Gmies,
Ga-ne Cclnooles, Eledrort;s,
T!Ckets, ard 11,1ore!
WWW.a-ine.SloreClr1.COM

ird. util. cal 561-354-8388.

Rooms for rent in 6

Uke New Bose321 Suround
Sou'1CI System. Model GS
Series I. Original Box,
Directions and Receipt. Paid
$999 plus tax. WiR sell for
$450 or obo. Call 407-709-6098

lnterneteable, utilies, W/0,
dshwasher, CXJl1TTUlly pool,
$550tnon1h. Alg.Jst lease
avaiatje for 09/10 s::hJol year!
Mif: Gall 407.f37f3--&"l:ll or
321-438-1354

for more info.

F wanted. 2 rooms avaiable in a
beautifu 3/2 house n walerfcxd
Lakes. Must be dear!, nonsmoker ard ro pas.
Jmet 305-206-3831
Looki"g for F roorrmate to Ml in
412.5 home localed betffl UCF.
$400 J:',«JS spit uli. lncLd nmt &

.

$52.0tro. - M. SlUDENTS ONLY
Dsalas2288®-Y€tloo.rom

2 rooms av.ii. in a 312 house
rooms nottu,ished. ~

bectoom home. Bemd UCF.

-•••••nH ... o,

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

stailm. Washertiyer; pool,
walkirg cistn:e 1D gooery
wamart, p..tJlix, biod<bustEr. Rent
for $1200. Call Jeny at 407-4030656 for more de(ais.

Avalon. W/D, pool a-d cltt-ouse.
$1500mo. Cal 321-377-1746 or
954-593-7233. AVAIL JULY 1ST

First Month Free!

Peg. Lcrdrg -S1l.dent

1-b.Jsrg

2 bribalh oord:J availoole i1
Htrders Reser11e. WaJk or bike to
UCF carrp.is and 8rg1lhouse

Aug..ist Localed in Riva' Par1< OIT
Dean~- 5ClA.n\.asily. $600tn

Ava'i 7/1, 3/212. Home, off
Wcxxb.ly Rel, Weir<1o Waterford,
4 rrwes from UCF, Lawn Ca13 ind,
W/0 rd, garda1 tJ.b, oomer lot,pas ok 407-758-8918

212. @

1/1 i1 a 212. ~ on Alafya
BM::l. aval NOW!I $450,tn 1/2
utJlties or $550tn, F aiy cal Patti
@ 407-<341-6369

TOVVNHOUSE FOR RENT i1
gated oomrnuity in Avalon Pa1<
(Sprirg Isle) 31.3.52 Like reN.
8rl1 bectoom has it's 01M1 balh!
Cbse 1D UCF off Cobrial and

Forest 312 $950.mo. Cbse to UCF.

1----

$13
s9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

~

Caeer: FAAai:povectprogcrn.
Rncn:ial aid wq.aifiecl -1-busirg

..

First issue:
Each addl issue:

I

'·

Like New Dell lnspiron LaplDp
Model 1501, 17" Saeen, Fully
Loaded Orvnal Box and Fn!e
. CaTylng case. Paid $844. Will
sell tor $450 or obo. Call
407-709-6p98 for more info.

c::al:E. Has W/D, wal<-i1 dosels,
and rioeneg,borh:xxi Conta:t
Naty ~ 407-683-7413 or
na;yp84@gnail.CXJIT1
Rbom avail for clean, quet and
resp. "'5 male senior or graduate
sluclent in immacula1e ~ home
near UCF. Screened-in patio with
20 person ln-grould jacuzzi plus
SUITC:1Ulld 801.11d, home thealre
syslBm wlstalium sealing,_prof.
pool 1able with lights, huge wak-tn
kitchen, W/0, digital cable, ~
speed wireless inlEmet, secuity
syslBm and lawn care. $550tno
and All ulll incl. Lease until Dec.
'm with option ID renew.
Call 407-709-6098 for more Info.

Room for rent. 5 mnues from
UCF. Female ony, $475 rronthly
al ndusive. 407-70Hl331.

EXP. NATIVE FRENCH TEACHER
Tui:Jrirg b' al IEMlls. Reas. rates.
M.Jlts & chiki'en. Home~ ard
lralslalions. 5 rri. from UCF. Call,
leaw 111;Jg, 407-482-2343.

SAVE$$$ on A.c:lveltisrgl Rt11
}'Ol.l" dassilied oo in CN8' 100

Fbooa ~ rea::tTg CN8'
4 MIWON reooers for $475 -1hat
is less 1han $4 per ~
· CaD this newspaper or (866)7421373 for more delails or visit www.-

floo:la-clas!!i.CXJ1T1.

J

CROSSWORD.
ACROSS
1 Candy in a
collectible
dispenser
4·Great time
9 Get to one's feet
14 Prefix with
friendly
15 Main blood line
16 No-no
17 Pi-sigma link
18 "Framed" tcx,ii in
a 1988film
20 Splendid display
22 Keystone
lawman
23 Houston team
that became the
Tennessee
Titans
24 Providtl weapons
for
26 Barn topper
27 Xerox product
32Seaman:<;
prqnoun
35 Heavenly rings
36 Toupee, slangily
37 Go through
rehab, in a way
39 Face-to-face
exam
40 Funny Philips
41 Pusher chaser
42 Label over, as
with a new price
44 Pea holder
45 "Goosebumps"
author R.L.
46 ~agazine VIPs
47 In an awkward
position·
50 Popular jeans
51 About when the
plane lands:
Abbr.
52Morethl!ln
dislike
·55 PC alternative
57 Gyro bread
61 Like oysters in
summer months
64 Nonstick cooking
spray
65 College town
near Bangor
66 Mission to
remember
67 Corrida cheer
68 Lasso wielder
69 Mature, as fruit
70 lV-watching
room

By David W. Cromer

DOWN
1 Criminal. to a
cop
2 Cavern effect
3 Lens for
· closeups
4Taproom
.
5 Kid'.<; cry before
"No hands!"
6 Jason's craft
7 Resign, with
"down"
8 It paves thf/ way
9 Discolored w ith a
spill
10 Restaurant booth
alternative
11 Parisian cleric
12 Blanc's opposite
13 Kids' book
connectibles
19 Chestnut-colored
horse
21 Bribe to a DJ
25 House divisiohs:
Abbr.
26 Abe of "Barney
Miller"
27To-<:lo list item
28 Propelled, as a
dory
29 Land maps
30 Blintz relatives
31 Funny business
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Last issue solved
32 Part of a flight
between floors
33 Jazzy Lena
34 Do very well

38 Lure via a sting
43 Really likes
45 Made a lap
48 November
honorees
49Turn into
50 Sierra __: A frican
republic
52 En(Ty point

53 Peseta replacer
54 Sporty auto roof
55 Niger neighbor
56 Quickly, in
memos
58 Music-playing
Apple
59 Narration
60 W orshiper's "So
ba it!"
62 Musician's

asset
63Slhequa _

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
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Call in:
407-447-4555

6/15/09
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Student .
Note

_____,. Log on:
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RateB

1
4 suldolku
9
8
Puzzles by Pappocom
·
g
4
8
6
Fill in the grid so
- .. - ·---· -that every row,
5
column and 3x3 box
I
fontains the digiti 1
I
6 7
4
1 ..•...._...._. 5 8 through 9 with no
repeats.
4
lI 1 t Monday puzzle:
5
8
6 I 7 Easy/eve/
9 3
I
Thursday puzzle:
8 ----~--- ...
_........___
Hard level
·-········-.. .... _. .. -·· ......
··--+
·
·
7 1
2 9
t
1
3
6
5

AIRUN6S ARE HIRING - Train for
l"tjl ~ Aviation Martena-o:!

•

Rate A
$9
$6

©

4 bed 2 balh house pus 1 bed 1
balh g.oest house. l\i:Je, cµ!e

•

Announcements
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

3

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day poterml. No Experience
~ - T ~ Provded.
/llJe 18 + OK 800-965-6520 X 1fJ1.

•

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

I 1825 High Tech Ave .
Suite #100
Orlando, FL 328 I 7

·All ~www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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